
During the last years the annual International Workshop on Balto-Slavic Accentology (IWoBA) has become a friendly meeting place for scholars working on Baltic and Slavic accentology. So far the Proceedings of the first six meetings have been published (I: Kapović, Matasović 2007; II: Olander, Larsson 2009; III: Pronk, Derksen 2011; IV: Stadnik-Holzer 2011; VI: Rinkevičius 2011). The volume under review contains the papers presented at the Fifth IWoBA, held at the Silesian University in Opava (Czech Republic) in 2009. It may be qualified as a faithful representative of the diversity of goals and approaches that characterize the field of Balto-Slavic accentology today.

Considering the interests of most potential readers of *Baltistica*, in this review I will mostly focus on papers dealing with Baltic or Balto-Slavic issues.

Two contributions deal with Balto-Slavic in a broader, Indo-European perspective:

As is well known, the origin of Balto-Slavic mobility stands apart as a particularly difficult and urgent problem. Although it has received much attention in recent years (see Olander 2009; Andersen 2009; Kortlandt 2009; Dybo-Nikolaev-Starostin 1978; or Kim 2002, 101ff. for different and often mutually incompatible approaches), it is far from being definitively solved. According to J. Jasanoff, “Balto-Slavic Mobility as an Indo-European Problem” (52–74; building on Jasanoff 2008), the accentual curves of Baltic and Slavic nominal and verbal mobile paradigms arose as a consequence of two successive sound laws: i) “Saussure-Pedersen’s law” (the accent was retracted from word-internal open syllables, yielding a type of accent that
differed from that of baritone words, e.g. acc. sg. *d’ughštěrm > Lith. dūkterij; 1 sg. *do–yěèd̻h₂ > Sl. *dò–vedǫ); ii) “Proto-Vasil’ev-Dolobko’s law” (the new type of accent that arose through “Saussure-Pedersen’s law” was advanced to the final syllable in word forms of four or more syllables, e.g. gen. pl. *d’ughštŕHom > *dūkteroHом > Lith. dukterį; 2 pl. *do–yěèd̻hete > *dò–yedete > *dò–yedet̻e > Sl. *dò–vedet̻e). Both developments took place very early in Balto-Slavic, prior to Hirt’s law. A detailed criticism of Jasanoff’s proposal cannot be attempted within the limits of this review. It obtains almost surprisingly good results for some endings, but other remain problematic (e.g. the accusative singular and plural). It also requires a generous amount of analogy between different types of paradigm, different root structures, or prefixed and unprefixed forms in order to generate the paradigms we actually have.

V. A. Dybo, “Balto-slawische Akzentologie und die germanische Konsonanten-gemination (Zur Verteidigung von F. Kluges Theorie)” (p. 23–39), presents Balto-Slavic evidence supporting the existence of Kluge’s law in Germanic, according to which a cluster of stop + n yields a geminate in pretonic position (IE *-t/dh/dn’ > -dd’-, -dd’- > Gmc. -tt-), but is preserved in posttonic position. He focuses exclusively on Germanic nasal presents. Verbs with a geminate stop would correspond to mobile verbs in Balto-Slavic, thus indicating “recessive valence” of the root (e.g. Gmc. *líkka- < * ligni- “lick” ~ Sl. *lùžnotti, *lùžnọ, *lùžnět̻o AP c “id.”), whereas verbs with preserved -n- would correspond to Balto-Slavic immobile verbs (e.g. Gmc. *lífna- < *lifna- “be left over” ~ Sl. *lùpnòti, *lùpnò, *lùpnět̻o AP b “stick to”). Note that, if correct, this would support Dybo’s theory that the Balto-Slavic accentual valences have an Indo-European background, but Dybo’s treatment of the evidence suffers from several methodological flaws. Verbs with a geminate stop are typically transitive, “expressive” verbs belonging to the second weak class. According to a major view (e.g. Wissmann 1932, 192ff., among others) they simply reflect “expressive gemination”. Be it as it may, in most cases it is a petitio principi that they must derive from inherited nasal presents (Sl. *lùžnotti, for instance, is a regular inner-Slavic perfective to the primary verb OCS lizati, lìž = Lith. liežti, liežiù and cannot be directly equated with Gmc. *likka-). Verbs with preserved -n-, on the other hand, are regular anticausative-inchoative verbs belonging to the fourth weak class (e.g. Go. us-bruknan “be broken off” : (ga-)brikan “break, crush”, etc.). The presence of the nasal suffix is thus determined by the synchronic grammar of Germanic and can offer no evidence for prehistoric phonological developments. Pace Dybo, there is indeed some evidence indicating that this type originally bore the accent on the suffix (note Verner’s law in OE liorman, OHG lirnên, lernên < *liznan “learn”, cf. Gorbachov 2007, 131f.).

Five contributions are devoted to Baltic, three of them dealing with the verb:
S. Young, “Winter’s law and Baltic ablaut” (237–244), discusses apparent counterexamples to Winter’s law in Baltic. According to Young, one important source is constituted by intransitive-inchoative nasal presents with (secondary) circumflex intonation and derivationally related u-adjectives, e.g. Lith. grūstį, gruńda, grūdo “grow sad, grieve”, adj. grūdis “(emotionally) moving” beside grūstį, grūsta “id.”, tr. grūstį, grūdžia “pound”, or Lith. skistį, skiūnda, skiūdo “get worn out, fall apart”, adj. Latv. šķidrs “thin” beside Lith. skūstį, skūsta “liquify”, tr. skiestī, skūdžia “dilute, water over”. This would also explain the short vowel of apparent primary nouns or adjectives like Lith. svidūs “shiny, glossy” or ligā “illness” (the root of Lith. dubūs “hollow, concave”, on the other hand, almost certainly was *dʰeubʰ-, not *dʰeub-, cf. Kroonen 2011, 255). The phenomenon of “secondary circumflex intonation” among Baltic nasal presents is quite real and had been noticed before (e.g. Kazlauskas 1968, 326f., who correctly reconstructed an original paradigm *skūstį, skiūnda, skūdo). Young suggests that it may be found in Slavic as well, cf. *slzneti (Cz. slzne “will slip”, root *sleig-), OCS adj. slzvkt “schlupfrig”, subst. slzsa “tear”. A different matter is the intonation of presents like grūnda, skiūnda etc. is to be explained. Young (following Rasmussen 1992[1999], 546, or Smoczyński 2007, passim) assumes that it spread from nasal presents to TERH-roots. A regular Indo-European nasal present like *kil-n-e-ti, with no reflex of the laryngeal. In Baltic *kil-n-e-ti → *kiūna was finally metathesized into *kiūla > Lith. kūla “rises”. I am a priory suspicious of a scenario deriving the formal properties of the Baltic intransitive-inchoative nasal presents from well-constructed Indo-European formations (see Villanueva Svensson 2011 for my views on the origin of this class). In this particular case I would like to stress that this class was regularly infinal as far back as we can reconstruct (cf. Gorbachov 2007, passim; Villanueva Svensson 2011, 36ff.) and that TER(H)-roots almost certainly made sta-presents in Proto-Baltic (NŽem. kilsta, Latv. cīstu; cf. Villanueva Svensson 2010, 208).

V. Blažek, “On the Accentuation of the Baltic Verb” (p. 13–16), explains the acute intonation of verbs like Lith. dūrti, dūria “pierce”, kiūrti, kiūria “create”, skirti, skiria “separate”, Latv. duŗt, kuŗt, šķirēt (from the anīt-roots *der-, *kɐr-, *sker-) as due to the presence of the “es-sive” suffix *-h₁je/o-: inf. *kɐr-tei, pres. 1 sg. *kɐr₁-h₁i, etc. Leaving aside the fact that the reconstruction of an Indo-European suffix *-h₁je/o- is open to serious doubts (see Jasanoff 2002–03) and that it is usually thought to be characteristically intransitive, Blažek fails to provide a motivation for separating apparently unremarkable je/o-presents like kiūria, skiria from other Baltic je/o-presents like girti, gīria “praise”, etc. Most authors, I believe, would rather assume that the acute of inf. kiūrti, skirti is a secondary, specifically (East) Baltic import from seırl-roots like girti (root *gɐrH-).
V. Rinkevičius, “Akzentuierung der altpreußischen suffigierten Verba” (125–145), presents a survey of the accentual paradigms of the Old Prussian suffixal verbs. After an exhaustive presentation of the evidence Rinkevičius concludes that mobile accent (entailing an opposition between root accentuation in the present stem and suffixal accentuation in the infinitive stem) is attested with certainty only among “semi-thematic” verbs (e.g. lāiku : laikūt, gīwu : giwū). All other suffixal verbs (−in-, −au-, −ē/-ī-, −ā-, etc.) present columnar accentuation on the root or on the suffix. Because of the scarcity of material some important issues must necessarily remain open (e.g. the relationship between the accentuation of derived verbs and their derivational basis).

R. Derksen, “The relative chronology of East Baltic accentual developments” (17–22), presents some comments on the different views concerning the relationship between Žemaitian and Aukštaitian, as represented by Girdenis (1994; originally independent East Baltic dialects followed by a period of convergence) and Zinkevičius (2006; Žemaitian would be a Lithuanian dialect that developed under Curonian substratum). Derksen approaches this debate within the framework of Kortlandt’s relative chronology of East Baltic accentual developments (Kortlandt 1977), apparently favoring Girdenis’ views.

B. Stundžia, “Some Remarks on Accentual (Neo)mobility in Lithuanian” (188–193), deals with two new patterns of mobility that arose within Lithuanian, their origin and subsequent development. The type krikščionis, krikščiónį AP 3, characterized by stress alternation between the last and the penultimate syllables, has been typically replaced among nouns (standard krikščiónis AP 1), but has spread among u-stem adjectives and i-stem numerals (jdarbus, jdarby AP 4; septyni, septýnis AP 3). On the other hand, the compound type jaunavedys, jaunavedį AP 3b, with stress alternation between the last and the antepenultimate syllables, seems to have been a rather short-lived intermediate stage between traditional mobility (favored in the standard language) and fixed stress (spreading in colloquial Lithuanian).

of course cases traditionally explained as due to Hirt’s law. It is not entirely clear from Ackermann’s text whether she is actually denying the existence of this sound law. In my view, the evidence for Hirt’s law is simply overwhelming (see Illich-Svitych 1979, 57ff., which remains the classical treatment of Hirt’s law in modern Balto-Slavic accentology). A case like Lith. žirnis can conceivably be explained within Ackermann’s framework, but this is clearly unattractive for “normal” adjectives like Lith. pilnas or Sl. *stárъ (the mobility of Lith. stóras may easily be secondary). It also remains unclear to me how Meillet’s law in *pîlъ, *pilā etc. is accounted for within her proposal.

Interestingly, most contributions on Slavic are devoted to West Slavic. F. Kortlandt, “West Slavic accentuation” (86–107), and T. Wiśniewski, “Late accent shifts and fixing of stress in West Slavic” (218–236), deal with the historical accentuation of West Slavic, the relative chronology of its accentual developments, and the progressive fixing of the stress. Both authors pay much attention to “minor” languages like Sorbian, Polabian and Slovician. Z. Topolińska, “Main conclusions of my prosodic research” (216–217), briefly describes the main results of her work on the accentuation of the Lechitic languages. Three papers are devoted to vowel length in Czech. T. Scheer, “Home-made Western Slavic length” (165–187), argues that it is unrelated to Common Slavic length, stress and intonations, but is rather synchronically predictable from certain template structures. Iteratives, for example, have to weigh three moras, which entails both lengthening (e.g. skoč-i-t “jump” : iter. skák-a-t) and shortening (výš-i-t “elevate” : iter. -vyš-ova-t) in stems that otherwise would not comply with this restriction. R. Sukač, “Moravian quantitative paradigms” (194–200), on the contrary, assumes that vowel length in Czech is satisfactorily explained through Kortlandt’s rule that “short rising vowels in open first syllables of disyllabic word forms were lengthened unless the following syllable contained a long vowel” (Kortlandt 1975, 19). This rule led to the later rise of quantitative paradigms and West Slavic rythmicity. Z. Holub, “Quantity patterns of a-stems and o-stems in South-Western Czech dialects (Especially in the Doudleby region)” (40–51), deals with variation of length in dialects.

Three papers are devoted to South Slavic. O. Ligorio, “Concerning New Štokavian retraction” (108–110), discusses the chronology of accent retractions from Old to New Štokavian, with special attention to the dialect of Dubrovnik. M. Oslon, “Über den Silbenakkzent in Juraj Križanićs Dialekt” (111–124), aims to reconstruct the accent of Križanić’s writings. According to Oslon, it had three phonological accents that were realized as four phonetic tones. Križanić’s dialect, which comes closest to the modern dialect of Ozalj, was at the first stadium of the retraction of word-final stress. J. Schallert, “The role of sonority and quantity in the morphophonemic development of stress
in Common Slavic masculine barytona (AP a) in Balkan Slavic dialects” (146–164), discusses the presence of oxytona (Bulg. grad-ôn) beside expected barytona (Bulg. râk-ôn) among nouns originally belonging to AP a in Bulgarian, Eastern Macedonian and Torlak. Secondary oxytonesis is most common among nouns characterized by higher sonority (ending in a voiced stop or a continuant or containing a long vowel -a-). These nouns would have been reinterpreted as long and thus suffered the influence of old long (circumflex) stems.

East Slavic is represented by just one article. A. Ter-Avanesova, “The accentuation of *a-/*ja-stems in East Russian dialects” (201–215), presents a comprehensive survey of the accentuation of *(j)a-stems in East Russian dialects, paying special attention to variants of accentual paradigms and to their relationship to the two o-phonemes that characterize these dialects.

Finally, there is one contribution on theoretical matters: Y. Kleiner, “Accentuation and quantity” (75–85), dealing with the concepts of mora and syllable.
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